Short Story books on Display at the Jonathan Edwards Library

Bibliographic List
Compiled by Andrea Robare, MSIS

Books on display can be checked out of the library.

Crime Stories

*Doing time: twenty-five years of prison writing*
Bell Gale Chevigny
PS508.P7D65 1999

*The Arbor House treasury of detective and mystery stories from the great pulps*
Pronzini, Bill
PS648.D4 A68 1983

*The dollhouse murders: a forensic expert investigates 6 little crimes*
Mauriello, Thomas P., with Ann Darby; photographs by John Consoli
PS3613.A883D65 2004

*Crime novels: American noir of the 1950's*
Thompson, Jim
PS648.D4C697 1997

Immigrants Stories

*Go Home!*
Rowan Hisayu Buchanan, ed.
PS508.A8G63 2018

*Don't Tell Mama!: the Penguin Book of Italian American Writing*
Regina Barreca, ed.
PS508.I73D66 2002

*The Oxford book of Latin American Short Stories*
Roberto González Echevarría
PQ7087.E5 O9 1997

*On being foreign: culture shock in short fiction: an international anthology*
Lewis, Tom J. and Robert E. Jungman, eds.
GN517 .O5 1986

*Tilting the continent: Southeast Asian American writing*
Geok-Lin Lim, Shirley and Cheng Lok Chau, eds.
PS508.A8T55 2000
It occurs to me that I am America: new stories and art
Santlofer, Jonathan; introduction by Viet Thanh Nguyen
PS648.S5 I83 2018

A whistler in the nightworld: short fiction for the Latin Americas
Colchie, Thomas, ed.
PQ7087.E5W55 2002

Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Suspense

Nebula awards showcase (2015-2018 [more years available])
Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America
PS648.S3N43

Home
Okorafor, Nnedi
PS3615.K67B56 2018

Binti
Okorafor, Nnedi
PS3615.K67 B56 2018 v.1

The night masquerade
Okorafor, Nnedi
PS3615.KB56 2018

New Cthulhu: the recent weird
Guran, Paula, ed.
PS648.S87N49 2011

Flights: extreme visions of fantasy
Sarrantonio, Al
PS648.F3F575 2004

Notes to a science fiction writer
Bova, Ben
PN3377.5.S3 B6 1981

The ultimate dinosaur: past-present-future
Preiss, Byron and Robert Silverberg, eds.
PS648.S3 U35 1991

American gothic tales
Oates, Joyce Carol, ed.
PS648.H6 A47 1996
999: new stories of horror and suspense
Sarrantonio, Al, ed.
PS648.H6A16 1999

Junot Díaz

Drown
Díaz, Junot
PS3554.I259D76 1997

This is how you lose her
Díaz, Junot
PS3554.I259T48 2012

Stephen Crane

Prose and Poetry: Maggie: a girls of the streets, The red badge of courage, stories, sketches, and journalism, poetry
Crane, Stephen
PS1449.C85 A6 1984

The red badge of courage, and other stories
Crane, Stephen
PS1449.C85 R3923 1991

Raymond Carver

Fires: Essays, poems, stories
Carver, Raymond
PS3553.A7894 F5 1983

Call if you need me: the uncollected fiction and other prose
Carver, Raymond
PS3553.A7894.C26 2001

Cathedral: stories
Carver, Raymond
PS3553.A7894 C3 1983a

Where I’m calling from; new and selected stories
Carver, Raymond
PS3553.A7894 W43 1988
Short Story Collections

*The best American humorous short stories*
Linscott, Robert N.
PS648.S5 L5

*The best American short stories of the century*
Updike, John, ed. and Katrina Kenison, co-ed.
PS648.S5B45 1999

*The O. Henry prize stories* (2014-2018 [more years available])
Furman, Laura, ed.
PS648.S5F7

*The best American short stories* (2012-2017 [more years available])
PS648.S5B4

*The Best American essays*
PS688.B47

*The best American essays of the century*
Oates, Joyce Carol, ed. Robert Atwan, co-ed.
PS688.B478 2000

*Object lessons: the Paris Review presents the art of the short story*
Stein, Lorin and Sadie Stein, eds.
PN3373.O33 2012

*The Bread Loaf anthology of contemporary American short stories*
Robert Pack and Jay Parini, eds.
PS648.S5 B7 1987

*Selected stories: from the Southern review, 1965-1985*
Lewis P. Simpson, et al.; eds.
PS648.S5 S45 1988

*The state of Kansas: short (and very short) fictions*
Spallholz, Julianna
PS3619.P334S73 2012

*The modern short story, a critical survey*
Bates, H.E. (Herbert Ernest)
PN3373 .B3 1956
Miscellaneous

No walls of stone: an anthology of literature by deaf and hard of hearing writers
Jepson, Jill, ed.
PS508.D43 N6 1992

Stories about how things fall apart and what’s left when they do
Woodman, Allen, ed.
PS648.S5W66 1985

Bear down, bear north: Alaska stories
Moustakis, Melinda
PS3613.O88B43 2011

Voice of the turtle: American Indian literature
Gunn Allen, Paula, ed.
PS508.I5 V64 1994

Nothing but you: love stories from the New Yorker
Angell, Roger, ed.
PS648.L6 N68 1997

What are you looking at? The first fat fiction anthology
Jarrell, Donna and Ira Sukrungruang
PS648.O93W48 2003

At the fights: American writers on boxing
Kimball, George and John Schulian
PS648.B67A8 2011 no